1953 jubilee tractors

Ford produced the "Golden Jubilee" to celebrate its 50th anniversary. This tractor was only
released in and , succeeding the Ford 8N, and only , models were built. Made in the Highland
Park, Michigan, factory, this tractor had a special badge on its nose that commemorated the
anniversary. It was followed by the Ford model. The Jubilee sports a 2. Its 3. This motor is
naturally aspirated and uses a liquid cooling system. The transmission has four forward gears
and one reverse gear. With a wheelbase of Its operating weight is 2, lbs. In the front, this tractor
uses 5. In the rear, it uses tires. The fuel tank for the Jubilee holds 11 gallons of gasoline. The
hydraulic system holds two gallons, the cooling system holds 15 quarts and the oil tank holds
five quarts. The tested power for the drawbar of this tractor is In Amanda Gronot began her
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